
Graduate Council Meeting Minutes 
January 9, 2017 

Barge 304; 3-5:00  
 
In attendance:  Archer, Kevin; Benson, Kelly; Boullion, Marv; Caoile, Nik; Claridge, Amy; Gabriel, Kara; 
Ge, Yingbin; Haviland, Liz; Herman, Dan; Irwin, Jason; Kirk, Rachel; Lubinski, Pat; Mattinson, Chris; Olson, 
Darren; Portlese, Laura; Robinson, Scott; Roemer, Karen; Sheeran, Lori; Sheldon, Allie; Stoddard, Cody; 
Weishaar, Rory 
Guests: Diane Houser 
 

1. Approval of 12-5-16 minutes 

2. Dean and Committee reports/action items  

 A: Diane Houser, GA manager: Diane gave a brief history when she started managing the 
 Assistantship programs and specifically the evaluation sheets. We need to prove that the 
 students are working in accordance to their contract. The form is approved by the state auditor 
 and is simple as it can be.  We want to be sure that we are keeping proper evaluation records on 
 GAs so if we are audited anytime that we will be in compliance. If we aren’t in compliance the 
 auditor’s will be asking the departments and departments will have to prove that the students   
 are working the proper hours.  The evaluation is also a way to monitor students that are not 
 doing their jobs assigned and this is a way to prove that and especially if we have to replace 
 GAs. (a way to address problems)  Diane suggested to have the department secretary assist with 
 maintaining the forms for signatures etc. A suggestion was made that the Dean of each college 
 be in the loop about completing the evaluation forms. 

      B. Graduate Dean, Kevin Archer:  1. Council of Graduate Schools consultants are coming to visit 
 late February or early March.  They will be a couple of Graduate Deans that are comparable to 
 CWU.  How can we better promote and support the Graduate School.  He is happy that GC has 
 potential questions to ask them.  2. He is working with the College Deans on a formula for 
 RCM/ABB budgeting, it has been a long, continuing and fruitful conversation.  They are looking 
 at Graduate education very carefully and across colleges because of the transparency now with 
 numbers etc. There are more budget forums coming with and each Dean will be hosting and he 
 highly recommends everyone attends. 3. GA and priority funding to those who are able to 
 contract by the middle of March because he does not know what his waiver pool will look like 
 after that.  
  
      C. Associate Dean, Natalie Lupton: absent; However, Kevin spoke on her behalf and reminded 
 everyone about checking their section in the catalog.  Natalie has found inaccuracies in the 
 catalog and within sub-links. If you want to review you portion of the catalog please contact 
 Cindy Carelton in the Registrar’s Office or send an email to Natalie. 
 



      D. Strategic Vision ad hoc Committee (Chris Mattinson): There were some more comments sent 
 to Chris and some clean up on the document.  Chris will be happy to send it out on behalf of GC 
 to the Provost.  
 
     E. Academic Standards committee: Yingbin has asked that the committee have their own 
 election (Rory was nominated) to determine who will be interim chair while Stephen on 
 sabbatical.  Kelly Benson will also be serving on the committee. 
 
      F. Curriculum committee: No report but they will be meeting January 11 to review proposals. 
 
     G. Procedures committee:  On 12/5 they approved 3 and will be reviewing after the meeting 
 today they will be reviewing 6 more. 
 
      H. Executive committee: Discussion about the 6 questions for the consultants. Please send any 
 suggestions to Yingbin and get them ready to send to Kevin.  
 
 Adjourned 4:20 PM 
 
 

 


